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Abstract
In order to design and implement the information
systems and modules that could comprise an “industrial
strong” knowledge-based tool, links to shop floor systems
containing real-time production data and PCA customer
information (e.g. bill of materials (BOM), CAD
drawings) are required. Details of the issues of
implementing the tool in an industrial organisation and
the integration of various data sources (e.g. “in-house”
developed systems, enterprise resource planning systems,
ad-hoc developed databases, machine data and CAD data)
are presented in this paper. The application of the
CLOVES system in an industrial setup highlights the
difficulties in integrating information from design as
CAD data and shows how these setbacks could be
overcome if the electronics industry were to adopt a
common CAD assembly information exchange platform.
Hence, this paper concludes that existing automation tool
manufacturers should focus exclusively on developing
generic connections by adopting industry standards that
can facilitate the deployment of “plug and play” tools.
This standardisation could in turn help software
developers, to provide the electronics industry with more
integrated systems that communicate better among
loosely coupled information systems and avoid depending
on extensive time consuming manual data input.
Problem Statement
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) assembly of low volume
high complexity still require a level of manual
intervention during product manufacture Both
component-level failures and system-level (i.e. noncomponent failures such as defects in design and
manufacturing) failures could be the causes of poor first
time yield and increased production costs. Systemfailures have not been incorporated in prediction models
due to the fact that they are not driven by wellcharacterised deterministic processes.
A project initiated at Loughborough University has
been developing a simulation and analysis support tool
based on interacting modular components with well
defined functionalities and interfaces. The knowledgebased tool enables the characterisation of complete
design, manufacturing and business processes
(throughout the entire product lifecycle) in terms of their
propensity to create defects that could cause product
failure to allow dynamic simulation of these models for
decision support.
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Links to shop floor systems containing real-time
assembly data and PCA customer information (e.g. bill of
materials (BOM), CAD drawings) are required in order to
support the information systems and modules. However,
the practical implementation in an industrial organisation
of the integration of various data sources (e.g. “in-house”
developed systems, enterprise resource planning systems,
ad-hoc developed databases, machine data and CAD data
stored in a number of formats) in a challenging task.
There exists the need for more research that can ease the
integration of industrial data in a referenced and structure
way that enable the development of software in an open
architecture.
This paper demonstrates the issues of implementing
graphical user interface in an electronics contract
manufacturer (ECM) for component defect data capture
and a solution to integration of various CAD data files
(e.g. standard ODB++ and FATF file) to a unified data
repository are proposed. Furthermore, the necessity of
integrating electronics industry’s standard data files
through a vendor independent application tool is
discussed and demonstrated.
Industrial Context and Review of Previous Research
Several changes in the globalised economy and
economic and political pressures have relocated offshore
the UK’s high volume, low variety manufacture of
electronics
products.
Hence,
UK
electronics
manufacturing has migrated towards supplying low
volume solutions to a global market. In order to adapt to
evolving market trends, the UK low volume high
complex electronics needs to be agile i.e. to maintain
good productivity under pressure of uncertainty and
flexibility requiring implementation of knowledge-based
decision support tools throughout the entire product
lifecycle.
Additionally, these globalisation pressures are
fragmenting the electronics production network (EPN).
As electronics products become more modular in nature,
modularised procurement from external supply chains
becomes increasingly more competitive, outsourcing
becomes more attractive and vertical disintegration and
hierarchical structures of modularised product
architecture fragments (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The UK low volume high complex
electronics industry context
A project initiated at Loughborough University has
been developing a simulation and analysis support tool
based on interacting modular components with well
defined functionalities and interfaces The tool enables the
characterisation of complete design, manufacturing and
business processes (throughout the entire product
lifecycle) in terms of their propensity to create defects
that could cause product failure to allow dynamic
simulation of these models for decision support.
Enterprise modelling has been employed to support
formalised requirements definitions for the modelling [1]
and the simulation. A rule-base [2] and case-base [3]
knowledge repositories formalise information about PCA
design for manufacturing best practice and root-cause
analysis of failed cases. The deployment of both
theoretical and empirical physical models of STM
processes (e.g. printing, placement, reflow) and rework
and the use of historical defect data, also support the
prediction capabilities of the tool (see Figure 2)
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Figure 2. CLOVES Software Toolkit Concept
Full integration of information across the shop floor
for a particular assembly in real time has not been
achieved. Integration of de-coupled source of information
from design and manufacture and other areas of the
company (procurement, quality) in real time are required
for a company to be agile and to respond efficiently to
external (e.g. customer requirements) and internal
changes (e.g. traceability).
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For the PCB assembly processes the type of
information across the life-cycle consists of: CAD data of
the printed circuit board, package style of electronic
components, machine settings for printing, placement,
soldering inspection and testing processes and other
assembly data (e.g. stencil thickness, type, and tolerance)
(refer to Figure 3). In some companies, part of these data
is stored in an Enterprise Resource Planning System
(ERP) that support various company’s departments (e.g.
financial management, customer relations, supply chain
management, Sales management and production and
scheduling). However, most ERP systems are not
deployed to integrate the whole information structure of a
company and most importantly the whole history of a
PCA in terms of its quality, process history, manual
handling and rework processing is not logged making the
ERP systems incapable of defect prediction and decision
support (e.g. root-cause analysis).
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Figure 3. Data for a PCB assembly across its life cycle
The IPC® or the Association Connecting Industries
(formerly known as the Institute for Interconnecting and
Packaging Electronic Circuits), an organisation aiming at
standardising the assembly and production requirements
of electronic equipment and assemblies [4], has recently
concluded that existing automation tool manufacturers
have focused only on their own individual platforms
making the (i) intra-communication links between design
and manufacturing and (ii) inter-communication between
the supply chains and the company laborious [5].
Attempts to overcome these integration issues have
resulted in the development of “plug and play” factory
enabling technologies (e.g. the Extensible Markup
Language (XML), internet) that aim at supporting generic
connections between equipment from multiple vendors
[6]. However, industry standards are needed to
accomplish this integration for various manufacturing and
assembly domains. In electronics manufacturing, for
instance, the IPC has developed a broad set of document
type definitions (DTD) using XML. These data transfer
standards are identified as IPC-2510 series [7-9]. In
particular, the IPC-2581 is a generic standard that codes a
data file format used to describe printed board and printed
board assembly products including information about
tooling, manufacturing, assembly, and inspection
requirements [10]. This XML-based data format is
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derived from the Valor Computerized Systems ODB++
and IPC-2511B GenCAM®.
Case Study
Industrial partners involved in this project come from
UK based aircraft electronic subsystem producers. The
PCBs assembled are reliability sensitive applications that
tend to favour lagging-edge component technologies or
military grade package technology in declining volumes.
For the purposes of this project data corresponding to the
Contract Electronics Manufacture (CEM) partner is
presented.
The data used in this paper correspond to proven PCA
reliable systems that were developed around two to three
decades ago. For this reason, two data formats were
analysed in this study: ODB++ from Valor® and a FATF
from Fabmaster®. These two are standard formats for the
EMS under study. The post-processing and integration
issues of these two data files to support the CLOVES
knowledge-based tools for decision support (e.g. design
for manufacture (DfM)) are presented in this paper.
Data Models
One of the modules in CLOVES aims at applying the
simulation tools within the DfM stage of new designs to
enable the evaluation of design and manufacture options.
The possible scenarios have been described by the
authors elsewhere [11]. The simulation data model was
derived in the following steps: (i) formalisation of the
knowledge to obtain the static models via Enterprise
Modelling [12], (ii) the generation of the dynamic models
and (iii) the simulation execution in a discrete simulation
software (e.g. Arena® [13]) (refer to Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Simulation model
The conceptual data model to support the simulation
module comprises the data represented in Figure 3:
• CAD package shapes library
• PCB layout cad files
• BOM

• Standardised package data
• Part data
• FATF / IDF / GERBER files
• Paste printer programs
• SMT placement machine programs
• Reflow oven programs
• Test programs, and
• Component defect data
Component defect data are captured via a graphical
user interface (GUI) that represents the assembly drawing
and enable to record component faults for PCB
assemblies on both sides as it is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. CLOVES defect data entry tool
The conceptual data model described above was
integrated from various data sources as shown in Figure 3
and the data was stored in a SQL database.
Collecting non-conformances
In a typical factory production engineers and quality
engineers require data form the assembly, test and rework
processes from diverse sources and in a variety of
formats. The data required to trace defects to root cause
links necessarily to the CAD data (e.g. position of the
component on the board).
CAD data from customers are seldom complete and
correct for use at the assembly stage. While quality
engineers do not need electronic component information
values and tolerances, they do need information on
standardised package data, pin count, component x,y
coordinates. The availability of data provides the quality
engineer with the data required to derive information and
trends that can shed some light on the root cause of a
particular defect.
At present time, CAD data are entered manually to
defect analysis tools from drawings, files, and the internet
into spreadsheets or ad hoc databases. This process can
be very slow if the factory’s device names do not match
device names in the CAD data. Quality engineers need a
single data source to reduce the time spent of entering
data which can be used for analysis tasks. Additionally,
there is a need of centralise data to avoid the duplication
of data that in most cases has already been entered in a
Management Resources Planning (MRP) system and to
manage formalised tools that avoid the problems that
come with the use of decoupled information systems.
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The degree of completeness and the structure of the
two studied CAD data files to populate the database and
to generate the defect data entry interface have a high
impact on the performance of the programming effort.
While the completeness does not depend on the CAD
format, as it is usually a consequence of the CAD
designer and CAD engineer thoroughness, the structure
of the ODB++ and the FATF file differ widely, hence
making difficult to integrate board data from CAD
systems for use in board assembly quality processes.
These two files have been integrated to provide an
interactive graphics CAD system to enable component
defect recording and data analysis. The overall structure
of the OBD++ and fatF files differ in structure as it is
shown in the following figures.
board {
name = SpecctraWithinLayout-R.max
thickness = 0.000000
no_net = no_net
datum = 0 0
profile {
}
}
layer compTop {
context = board
type = components
side = top
polarity = positive
eda_layers = ComponentTop
}
package SM/C_0805 {
mount_type = smt
outline {
}
pin 1 {
position = 0.000000 0.000000
type = surface
outline {
}
}
}
component C1 {
package
= SM/C_0805
part
=C
side
= top
position = 300.000000 300.000000
rotation = 0
mirror
=N
mount_type = smt
height
=1
}

Figure 6. ODB++ file example
:BOARD_DATA
1,"JOB"
(JOB_NAME,VERSION,CREATED,MODIFIED);
2,"CONTOUR" ((X1,Y1,0),(X2,Y2,0),...,(Xn,Yn,0));
:EOD
:PARTS
PART_Id,PART_NAME,DEVICE_NAME,PACKAGE_NAME,X,
Y,ROTATION,T_OR_B;
PART_Id,PART_NAME,DEVICE_NAME,PACKAGE_NAME,X,
Y,ROTATION,T_OR_B;
:EOD
:PACKAGES

PACKAGE_ID,PACKAGE_NAME,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,
("LABEL"(FONT_ID,X,Y,JUSTIFY,ROTATION) ),
("PINS"(PIN_id,PIN_NAME,PIN_X,PIN_Y,PIN_TYPE),...,
(PIN_id,PIN_NAME,PIN_X,PIN_Y,PIN_TYPE)
),
(PIN_id,"PAD" (PAD_STACK_ID,((X1,Y1),.. ,(Xn,Yn))),
PIN_id,"LAYER"(LAYER_ID,(SYMBOL,...,
SYMBOL)),...,
PIN_id,"LAYER"(LAYER_ID,(SYMBOL, ... SYMBOL))
);
PACKAGE_ID, (..............);
:EOD

Figure 7. fatF file example
Conclusions
The integration of the CAD data using the ODB++
was easier to implement than the fatF specification.
Although both data file have describe a PCA with details
sufficient for assembly requirements, the ODB++ XML
structure specifies data elements specifically designed to
enable the information exchange related to the data
needed by assembly, inspection and quality. This
hierarchical structure also facilitated the reading and
writing of all features defined for the requirements of the
defect data entry module.
The ODB++ structure therefore appears as a more
robust file to integrate in any software module that
requires CAD information for a given product.
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